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  Activist Scholar Marilyn Gittell,Ross Gittell,Kathe
Newman,2011-03-18 Activist Scholar: Selected Works of
Marilyn Gittell features seminal writings by Marilyn Gittell, a
preface by Sara Miller McCune (Founder and Executive
Chairman, SAGE Publications), a general introduction by
Ross Gittell and Kathe Newman, and part introductions by
Ross Gittell, Kathe Newman, Maurice Berube, and Nancy
Naples. The part introductions highlight the key areas of
research Marilyn Gittell championed and provide insightful
context for the articles that follow. In addition to exploring
Marilyn Gittell’s groundbreaking research, this book serves
as a bridge to current and future community-based urban
research that advances citizen participation and
empowerment. Marilyn Gittell was a renowned scholar and
social activist. A graduate of Brooklyn College (BA) and New
York University (PhD), she held her first faculty appointment
at Queens College (1960–1973) before serving as Associate
Provost (1973–1978) at Brooklyn College. She then joined
the faculty of the City University of New York’s Graduate
Center (1978–2010) as Professor of Political Science. She
helped launch and was the founding editor of Urban Affairs
Quarterly, the leading academic journal in the field of urban
research. Activist Scholar highlights Professor Gittell’s
writings on community organizations, citizen participation,
urban politics, the politics of education, and gender. She
specialized in applied and comparative research on local,
regional, national, and international policies and politics,
and placed a high priority on training researchers and
scholars. Marilyn Gittell was a mentor to hundreds of
students in the City University of New York system, and her
legacy of activism continues as her students, now on the
faculties of universities across the nation, engage in
important work globally.
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  Sage Living Anne Sage,2015-09-15 Perfectly named
style maven and City Sage blogger Anne Sage knows a wise
truth: decorating our living spaces for our goals is the first
step in making them happen. In Sage Living, she opens the
door to covetable dwellings designed to boost the dreams
of their occupants, from the sunny, open-air kitchen of a
holistic nutritionist to the eclectic living room of a world
traveler ready to put down roots. Thsi ebooks is filled with
stunning interiors, engagingly written home stories, and
hundreds of design tips for every room, Sage Living goes
beneath the stylized surface to help readers decorate for
the lives they truly want.
  Bulletin of the Russell Sage Foundation Library ,1917
  Sage Jerry Sage,1985
  The SAGE Handbook of Survey Methodology Christof
Wolf,Dominique Joye,Tom W Smith,Yang-chih Fu,2016-03-24
Survey Methodology is becoming a more structured field of
research, deserving of more and more academic attention.
The SAGE Handbook of Survey Methodology explores both
the increasingly scientific endeavour of surveys and their
growing complexity, as different data collection modes and
information sources are combined. The handbook takes a
global approach, with a team of international experts
looking at local and national specificities, as well as
problems of cross-national, comparative survey research.
The chapters are organized into seven major sections, each
of which represents a stage in the survey life-cycle: Surveys
and Societies Planning a Survey Measurement Sampling
Data Collection Preparing Data for Use Assessing and
Improving Data Quality The SAGE Handbook of Survey
Methodology is a landmark and essential tool for any
scholar within the social sciences.
  The SAGE Guide to Key Issues in Mass Media
Ethics and Law William A. Babcock,William H.
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Freivogel,2015-03-23 The SAGE Guide to Key Issues in Mass
Media Ethics and Law is an authoritative and rigorous two-
volume, issues-based reference set that surveys varied
views on many of the most contentious issues involving
mass media ethics and the law. Divided into six thematic
sections covering information from contrasting ethical
responsibly and legal rights for both speech and press,
newsgathering and access, and privacy to libelous
reporting, business considerations, and changing rules with
social media and the Internet, the information in this guide
is extremely relevant to a variety of audiences. This guide
specifically focuses on matters that are likely to be regular
front-page headlines concerning topics such as
technological threats to privacy, sensationalism in media
coverage of high-profile trials, cameras in the courtroom,
use of confidential sources, national security concerns and
the press, digital duplication and deception, rights of
celebrities, plagiarism, and more. Collectively, this guide
assesses key contentious issues and legal precedents,
noting current ethical and legal trends and likely future
directions. Features: Six thematic sections consist of
approximately a dozen chapters each written by eminent
scholars and practitioners active in the field. Sections open
with a general Introduction by the volume editors and
conclude with a wrap-up “Outlook” section to highlight
likely future trends. Chapters follow a common
organizational outline of a brief overview of the issue at
hand, historical background and precedent, and
presentation of various perspectives (pro, con, mixed) to
the issue. “See also” cross references guide readers to
related chapters and references and further readings guide
users to more in-depth resources for follow-up. This
reference guide is an excellent source for the general
public, students, and researchers who are interested in
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expanding their knowledge in mass media and the ethics
and law surrounding it.
  The SAGE Dictionary of Qualitative Inquiry Thomas A.
Schwandt,2014-12-19 In this Fourth Edition of The SAGE
Dictionary of Qualitative Inquiry Thomas A. Schwandt
provides a guide to the terms and phrases that help shape
the origins, purpose, logic, meaning, and methods of the
practices known as qualitative inquiry. This edition features
20 additional terms as well as a restructured Reader’s
Guide. Key references have been updated and select terms
and phrases from previous editions have been reorganized
and greatly expanded. Together, the dictionary entries
provide a guide to the methodological and epistemological
concepts and theoretical orientations of qualitative inquiry.
This one-of-a-kind resource is ideal for readers who are
navigating various perspectives on qualitative inquiry,
working on a qualitative dissertation, or are launching their
own investigations into the issues covered.
  Proceedings at the Laying of the Corner Stone
Cornell University,1873
  The Surfer and the Sage Noah benShea,Shaun
Tomson,2022-06-07 Sometimes life’s waves knock you
down; other times, life might seem to sweep you along
powerless. But the choice is always yours to swim back up
to the light. Legendary world champion surfer Shaun
Tomson and international bestselling poet-philosopher Noah
benShea join forces to offer you insight on a path of
purpose, hope, and faith. This timely guidebook alternates
between Tomson’s inspiring experiential essays and
benShea’s spiritual commentary that lift the soul, all
accented with stunning full-color surfing photographs. After
losing his son, Tomson walked the bitter road of loss and
crossed from darkness into the light. The Surfer and the
Sage addresses the eighteen relentless, breaking waves of
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life, from loss and aging to relationships and depression,
and guides you to transformation. It is not a list of rules to
follow that guarantee success, health, or wealth, but rather
a collection of advice from two guides who have traveled far
and wide and suffered deeply, but still look forward to
tomorrow with faith and hope.
  The SAGE Handbook of Governance Mark
Bevir,2010-12-14 The study of governance has risen to
prominence as a way of describing and explaining changes
in our world. The SAGE Handbook of Governance presents
an authoritative and innovative overview of this fascinating
field, with particular emphasis on the significant new and
emerging theoretical issues and policy innovations. The
Handbook is divided into three parts. Part one explores the
major theories influencing current thinking and shaping
future research in the field of governance. Part two deals
specifically with changing practices and policy innovations,
including the changing role of the state, transnational and
global governance, markets and networks, public
management, and budgeting and finance. Part three
explores the dilemmas of managing governance, including
attempts to rethink democracy and citizenship as well as
specific policy issues such as capacity building, regulation,
and sustainable development. This volume is an excellent
resource for advanced students and researchers in political
science, economics, geography, sociology, and public
administration. Mark Bevir is a Professor of Political Science
at the University of California, Berkeley.
  Sage Debora Clark,2010-10 Sage: a venerable, wise
man, judicious; and aromatic plant with grayish-green
leaves used as seasoning; the healing plant; the herb of
happiness. Lenny and her sister were as close as two sisters
could be. Their mother died when Lenny was fourteen, and
Lenny took on the role of caretaker, tending her eight-year-
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old sister and the herb garden their mother left behind. The
garden was just about the only thing that brought joy to the
desolate farm until a handsome stranger rode through on
his way to Missouri. The mysterious man stayed a while to
help their pa rebuild the storm-damaged barn, and his
presence on the farm led to an event that changed all their
lives. Thirty-three years later, Lenny's younger sister
receives a mysterious package. When she opens the green
velveteen hatbox, the smell of sage overwhelms her. But
what's more, she realizes the box contains the missing
pieces of her puzzled life. Soon she finds answers and
learns that things were not always as they appeared as
Lenny's story unfolds before her eyes. Will these discoveries
bring closure after all these years? Can sage truly bring the
sisters healing and happiness? Set in the beautiful Ozark
mountains of Missouri, Sage is a historical novel highlighted
by the mighty men and women who forged a wilderness.
These early settlers demonstrated courage only surpassed
by their determination when faced with a war between the
states and the lifelong wars that raged within. Debora Clark
and her husband, Jim, enjoy the nature and beauty of the
rugged hills, the scenic Ozarks, from their porch swing in
Alton, Missouri. They are thankful for their many blessings.
Sage is the first book in Debora's series, In the Rugged Hills.
  The SAGE Handbook of Intellectual Property
Matthew David,Debora Halbert,2014-11-18 This Handbook
brings together scholars from around the world in
addressing the global significance of, controversies over
and alternatives to intellectual property (IP) today. It brings
together over fifty of the leading authors in this field across
the spectrum of academic disciplines, from law, economics,
geography, sociology, politics and anthropology. This
volume addresses the full spectrum of IP issues including
copyright, patent, trademarks and trade secrets, as well as
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parallel rights and novel applications. In addition to
addressing the role of IP in an increasingly information
based and globalized economy and culture, it also
challenges the utility and viability of IP today and addresses
a range of alternative futures.
  The Pious Sage in Job Kyle C. Dunham,2016-04-07
Due to the complexity of the speech-cycles in the book of
Job, scholars have struggled to resolve interpretive tensions
in the author's characterization of Job's three friends. This
book focuses on the significance of the ancient Near
Eastern social and wisdom contexts for understanding the
role that Eliphaz, the leading sage-counselor, fulfills in Job.
Given the likely Edomite provenance of Eliphaz and the
archaeological evidence linking the respective Israelite and
Edomite schools of wisdom, Eliphaz articulates a polished
wisdom tradition, the epitome of a worldview shared by Job
prior to his calamity. Beyond a simplistic retribution
perspective, Eliphaz draws from and refines each of the
established sources of wisdom--experience, tradition, and
revelation--to ground his counsel and censure of Job.
Although Eliphaz is expected to exemplify the role of
distinguished counselor-advocate in leading Job out of
suffering into reconciliation with God, his ineffectual efforts
highlight a significant purpose for the book of Job. The Joban
author masterfully undermines conventional wisdom
theodicy by exposing its inadequacy to reconcile the
suffering of the righteous with divine compassion and
sovereignty.
  The SAGE Handbook of Sociology Craig Calhoun,Chris
Rojek,Bryan S Turner,2005-06-18 Sociology has evolved
greatly since it′s inception as an academic discipline. It has
diverged into numerous strands often flowing in disparate
directions - so much so that today the notion of canonical
sociology has become widely disputed. The field of
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sociology at present approximates to one of multi-
paradigmatic complexity in which many approaches to
theory must be distinguished and situated. In addition, the
discipline has had to confront new challenges from
globalization, the shift of interest from production to
consumption, the rise of new social movements, the
challenge of bio-engineering, the collapse of a ′presently
existing socialist alternative′ and much else besides. The
new SAGE Handbook of Sociology aims to address these
new developments, while at the same time providing an
authoritative guide to theory and method, the key sub-
disciplines and the primary debates of today. To undertake
this ambitious project three leading figures in the field of
sociology were selected as editors to bring together the
foremost exponents of the different strands that contribute
towards the make up modern sociology. Drawn from both
sides of the Atlantic the contributors have been
commissioned to utilise the most up to date research
available to provide a critical, international analysis of their
area of expertise. The result is this essential resource
collection that not just reflects upon the condition of
sociology today but also looks to future developments in the
discipline. The Handbook is invaluable not just all
sociologists but to a wide variety of students and
researchers across the social sciences. Click on ′Sample
Chapters & Resources′ to download the introduction.
  The SAGE Encyclopedia of Journalism Gregory A.
Borchard,SAGE Publishing,2022
  The SAGE Encyclopedia of Out-of-School Learning
Kylie Peppler,2017-01-15 The SAGE Encyclopedia of Out-of-
School Learning documents what the best research has
revealed about out-of-school learning: what facilitates or
hampers it; where it takes place most effectively; how we
can encourage it to develop talents and strengthen
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communities; and why it matters. Key features include:
Approximately 260 articles organized A-to-Z in 2 volumes
available in a choice of electronic or print formats. Signed
articles, specially commissioned for this work and authored
by key figures in the field, conclude with Cross References
and Further Readings to guide students to the next step in a
research journey. Reader’s Guide groups related articles
within broad, thematic areas to make it easy for readers to
spot additional relevant articles at a glance. Detailed Index,
the Reader’s Guide, and Cross References combine for
search-and-browse in the electronic version. Resource
Guide points to classic books, journals, and web sites,
including those of key associations.
  The SAGE Dictionary of Sociology Steve
Bruce,Steven Yearley,2006-01-26 With over 1000 entries on
key concepts and theorists, The SAGE Dictionary of
Sociology provides full coverage of the field, clarifying the
technical use of apparently common words, explaining the
fundamentals concepts, and introducing new and unfamiliar
terms. A humorous, enjoyable read, this book provides
authoritative, reliable definitions; accessible ‘digests’ of key
arguments; contemporary, and appealing illustrations of
points.
  Sage Spiridon E. Kintzios,2000-10-31 Sage, the genus
Salvia is one of the most famous and used herbs in the
world. This volume, containing twenty chapters written by
the leading experts in the field, presents a comprehensive
coverage on all aspects of Salvia. Topics covered include
the presentation of the (approximately 400) most known
Salvia species; the distribution of the genus; it
  A House of Her Own Judith D. Suther,1997-01-01 Born
in 1989 to wealthy American parents in upstate New York,
American Surrealist painter Kay Sage became a member of
the Surrealist art movement in Paris in 1937. Along with an
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eloquent chronicle of Sage's life, Judith Suther shows how
not only Sage's art but also the iconoclastic themes of her
poetic works were related to Sage's lifelong revolt against
social and artistic convention. 78 illustrations. 10 color
plates.
  The SAGE Encyclopedia of Food Issues Ken
Albala,2015-03-27 The SAGE Encyclopedia of Food Issues
explores the topic of food across multiple disciplines within
the social sciences and related areas including business,
consumerism, marketing, and environmentalism. In contrast
to the existing reference works on the topic of food that
tend to fall into the categories of cultural perspectives, this
carefully balanced academic encyclopedia focuses on social
and policy aspects of food production, safety, regulation,
labeling, marketing, distribution, and consumption. A
sampling of general topic areas covered includes
Agriculture, Labor, Food Processing, Marketing and
Advertising, Trade and Distribution, Retail and Shopping,
Consumption, Food Ideologies, Food in Popular Media, Food
Safety, Environment, Health, Government Policy, and
Hunger and Poverty. This encyclopedia introduces students
to the fascinating, and at times contentious, and ever-so-
vital field involving food issues. Key Features: Contains
approximately 500 signed entries concluding with cross-
references and suggestions for further readings Organized
A-to-Z with a thematic “Reader’s Guide” in the front matter
grouping related entries by general topic area Provides a
Resource Guide and a detailed and comprehensive Index
along with robust search-and-browse functionality in the
electronic edition This three-volume reference work will
serve as a general, non-technical resource for students and
researchers who seek to better understand the topic of food
and the issues surrounding it.
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